am or pm times?

Write whether these events happened:
- between midnight and midday (am)
- between midday and midnight (pm)

1. Josh went to school at 9.00____
2. Allanna went home at 3.00____
3. Jade played Minecraft at 6.15____
4. Daniel practiced recorder at 4.20____
5. Abby was fast asleep at 3.55____
6. Ryan had macaroni cheese for his lunch at 12.30___
7. Madison tidied her room at 5.35____
8. The moon shone through Nicole’s bedroom window at 3.50____
9. Keera went on her tablet at 8.10____
10. Ryan had his dinner at 5.30____
11. William went to bed at 9.00____
12. Kris had a nightmare at 2.25____